
Quayside Operator
Turn Key Business Opportunity for Sale

MSV Explorer SP-02 and MSVEX Safari Combined Rig

Unique Vessel offers easy access to the Sub-Surface World
When the MSVEX Rig took the Innovation Showcase Award for Diving and Underwater Technology at the 2011 
Seawork International Boat Show, the MSVEX Rig was without doubt the most popular floating exhibit, drawing maxi-
mum attention and the biggest crowd.

Layout and Brief Spec

Construction -        
Dimensions -         
Displacement -      
Power -                 
Speed - 
Electronic Spec -                

Massively built, Fish Boat, Wind Farm spec GRP
Loa 13 metres x 5.7 metre beam
In the region of 15.5 Tonnes
Twin 350 Iveco Diesels
Max Knots... 22+...Cruise Knots... 14+. According to seascape
Too large to list (Full spec available upon request)

The same fascination simply follows the Rig wherever she is moored. It is this kind of attention that will ensure that the 
MSVEX Rig is fully booked all season, with a much higher net yield than normal if compared with other Marine Tourist 
Quayside Activities.

This radical new MSVEX Safari offers safe, dry access, to the underwater world for a full range of leisure and commer-
cial purposes. No specialist dive training is required to operate the craft, which offers a 360% panoramic view of the 
undersea world.

The unique MSV Explorer SP-02 Lifting Catamaran solves multiple launch and recovery problems and has a top speed 
of 22+ knots, according to Seascape, allowing the vessel to deploy the MSVEX Safari both rapidly and safely across a 
wide range of locations, carrying 12 guests plus two crew in comfort.

MSV Explorer SP-02 Lifting Catamaran
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MSVEX Safari

As anyone who has enjoyed the discovery channel will know, the majority of interesting marine life can be viewed 
within the first 10 metres below the surface of the ocean.

This is the Ocean Band within which MSVEX Safari excels, as two passive observers can sit dry and in comfort 
behind the 40mm thick inverted acrylic hemisphere on the lower cockpit and enjoy the breath taking 360 degree 
panoramic view of all that surrounds, with the sounds of the ocean imported into the cockpit by virtue of the inbuilt 
hydrophonic system.

AddAdd to this, the passenger hands on control option, along with a mounted wide angle underwater camera to capture 
the experience, which can be downloaded onto your own memory stick.

This is truly an experience of a lifetime, for all age groups, as from this vantage point you will be able to observe first 
hand, Whales, Dolphins and for the more adventurous, a face to face encounter with the mighty Great White Shark, 
all in complete safety, without the need for scuba gear and dive cage.

Please refer to Models and Specifications Sections for full information.

Business Opportunity Composition

Although we could simply supply the MSVEX RIG, we are dedicated to provide the Quayside Operator with full back 
up and support in the provision of the following, once a trading location is selected:

 Five Star Hotel - Resort hook up
 Exclusive area within which to operate the MSVEX RIG
 Referred Charter Clients
 Best tour locations
 In-House Finance
  Shared operation between MSVEX charter and quayside operator

Based upon a 40 week Tourist Season, the MSVEX RIG can supply a realistic net revenue of £500,000 GBP per 
year.

For price and full information on how this can be achieved, please first email your interest and intended operation 
location to sales@msvexplorer.com or phone +44 1392 248 584 for an informal chat.
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